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Abstract

Global competition forces companies to jncrease their competitive advantage. The
design process represents an intercsting area to improve the ovemll business
performance. There are two topics involved in improving the design process. The first
one is the integ.ation of constaints from the product life cycle in the design process.
The second one is the improvement of fie ability to judge the influence of a certain
design decision quickly. Both topics are dealt with in this paper by describing the new
concept of the Product Configuration Structurc (PCS). The PCS is used to represont
cliffereÍrt product configuaations with respect to functions, means, components and
production methods in a structured way. The product configuration structure serves as
à product information backbone in an integrated re-design tool called PROFIDT. To
create a better integration of the flow based function sfucture and the hierarchical
component stllrcture a new concept of connection functions is inhoduced.

I Introduction

As a result of increasing competition, companies are forced to deliver their products
with shorter delivery times and better quality at a lower price- Optimisation of one of
these performance cdteda would not be very difficult but simultaneous optimisation is
a difficult task.

According to lEhrlenspiel 85] 70-80 70 of the cost of a product arc colnmitted during
the design stage. Also the quality and the delivery time àre largely influenced by
decisions taken in the design stage. These figures indicate that the design stage is the
most suitable stage of the product life cycle to optimise these performance criteria.

If the emph:r.sis is put on the improvement of the design process two c teda have to be
satisfied:
l. During design, constràints from àll phases of the product life cycle should be taken

into account. This is called integrated design.
2. It musl be possible to quickly judge the quality of a design. The quality of the

design depends on how much the Éroduct's quality, delivery time and costs are
conforming to the customer's expectations.

These two criteria are hard to satisfy when new products have to be designed.
However for existing products that have to be modified or re designed, à lot of a
knowledge about it is already available. This offers possibilities to improve the output
of the desisn orocess.
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2 Design of the product architecture

A special case of re design is the design of customer specific product families. These
can be defined as a range of products based on the same protluct urchítecture, whete
every instance is directly related to a customer order. A product architecture can be
delined as the scheme by which the functional elements of the product arc aÍanged
into physical chunks and by which the chunks interact lulich 95].
The design and representatiol of a generic product architecture, which is capable of
representing all different instances ol a product 1amily, is one of the key elements in
creating a specific re-design support syslem. The product architeclure provides a
frarnework in which inlormaiion, necessary in the product life cycle, can be coltained.
This information will consist of price information, manufacturing process data,
recycling infomation etc. A change in the infonnation concerning any phase of the
life cycle, or a changing customer specification, will lead to a modification of a
product design. The modifications consist of dimensional changes, selection of
different components or topological changes caused by selection of a different
working principle.

To create a suitable product architecture, which supports àll the stages of the product
life cycle, it is important to understand the design process of a product and it's specific
proDlems.

Conceptual stáge

DesigÍ can be seen as im
iterative process lVDl2221l ]n
which some steps are repeated
until a satisfying rcsult is
reached.
In figure I this process is
shown. In this process
repeatedly a desired function is
defincd which is mapped oo
lhe physical domain by
solectilg ar appropriate
working principle or physical
element. On a lower abstraction
level tho chosen workjng
pdnciples can lead to the
definition of a sub-function etc.
This process continues until all
functions have been embodied
in physical components. The

design decisions at conceptual Ievel can be seen as stariing points for design branches.
The correctness of a chosen design branch can only be judged when the branch is
detailed down to the component level. As stated in the introductjon, it is essentiaL to
be able to petform this process quickly. Most companies will stop the design process
after th(. evaluation of the first design branch that leads to a! acceptable result. This is
not necessadly the best one. We will show that the product architecture described in
this paper provides designers with a tool to evaluatc a large number of design
branches. ensurins a better solution.

Figure J: Desígn at a iteratfue process.



To accommodate future design changes, it is necessary to represent the above
described design process in the product architecture. This means that both the
functionàl structurc and the physical stiucture need to be integrated into the product
architecture. The differences between the functional and the physical structure lead to
problems in creating the product architecture. In the functional domain functions can
be found by analysing the flow of energy (E), infomation (D and malerial (M)
lKroonerberg 83][Ullman 92]. This leads to a functioral structure like a flow chart,
connecting output from one function to the input of another, whiie on the other hand
the physical structure is a hjerarchical structure rcprese[ting the decomposition of the
Droduct into sub-assemblies and cornDonents.

Functional domain Physical domain
Figure 2 shows the
functional and
physical domain
and the mapping
between them. The
functional
requirements (FR)
define the overall
function which has
to be pefomed.
In the physical
domain this

Figure 2: Mapping bebt)eeníunctional and physical domtLin.

required function
is then tansfomed
into a working
pdnciple. On a
lower abstraction
level the working
principle can be
divided into a
number of sub
functions in the
functional domain
(sÉpwlse

refinement). The last step will be the selection oÏ components to fulfil the working
principles, which leads to a hierarchically stluctured technical system consisting of
assemblies, sub assemblies and components.
Another complicating factor in crcatillg a product architecture is that the mapping
bctween the domains is not a 1:1 operation- For instance, several components can
fulfil one function or one component can suppoÍt a number of functions. An example
is a nail clipper assembly by Ulrich shown in figure 3. In this example a nail clipper is
designed in two different ways. In the first design, a 1:l mapping of function and
means is accomplished. This leads to a large number of cottponents and therefor to a
difficult assembly sequence.In the second design, certain functions arc integrated jnto

one component, resulting in far less components-
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Fig rc 3: nail clípper assemblíes (redrawn after Ulrich)

This example shows that integntion of multiple functions into one component creates
a better design as long as the integration of components is performed in accordance
with the first design a,riom of Suh [Suh 90]. This a,{iom states that the independence
offunctional requirements should be maintained. Often the mapping from number of
functions to number ofcomponents can vary, based on the lot size.
For large lot sizes it is possible to invest in product tooling (die casting, forging,
injection moulding). This enables the economic creation of complex geomehy, as a
result of the integration of several functions into one component. For small lot sizes it
is not possible to make large investments in specific tooling. This leads to the use of
compolents of which the geometry can be created with standard production tools. So
the lot size influences the mapping between functions and components.

The llext section describes the way to incorporate the three properties essential for an
appropiato pÍoduct architecture as elucidated above:
. stepwise refinement (functions means) to capturc design inteníhistory
. integration offunction structure (flow) and means structure (hierarchical)
. representation of different mapping possibilities (number of function to number ot'

components) based olr production method

3 Product Corfiguration Structure

One of the main objectives ot' a product archileclure is to provide a framework to store
and retieve jniormation about the life cycle of è product. Models of the design
synthesis process use the basic elements functions and working p nciples (means) to
describe the iterative nature of the design process [Hubka 84] lAndreasen 87]. Tjalve
['I]jalve 781 introduced the "Funktion Mittel-Baum" Gunction-Means-Tree) which we
use às a basis to describe the product architecture instead of the design process itself.
We extended this stmcture by adding models of compollents to the functions and
means. In this way, a diffuence between the abstract means and the physjcal
embodiment is created. As à result of these extcnsions it is possible to fully ínplement
the theory meniioned before in a software tool. In our opinion this is the only way to
use this kind of design theory for practical pulposes

In the "Íunction-means hee" theory no difference is made between functions which
aÍe essential for the pelformànce of a device (p ncipal functions), and functions
which connect the princip:d functions. In our Product Conliguration Structure (PCS)
this difference is made. The connection of principal functions is done by so-called
connection functions. These connection functions rcpresent the fow of energy,



material and information from one principal function to another, whereas the principal
functions represent the transJormation of eiergy, material and information. This way a
better connection is made between the functional flow stlucturc in the fuirctional
domain, and the hierarchicad stuctwe in the physical domain. The embodiment oï
both principal functions and the connection functions is assumed to be ideal in this
iitàge. In practice, components pedoming a connection function olten also tuansfom
energy as a result of unintentional secondary function behaviour, e.g. energy loss due
to friction. In this paper the design of a product architecture using ideal components is
described. Future work will incorporate the rccognition and modelliÍrg of non ideal
behaviour of components. These components can extend the information in the
product architecture by descdbing the secondary function behaviow like, for example,
energy losses. This information can be used for tolerance analyses and simulation of
product behaviour.

In the previous section three properties of a product aÍchitecture have been described.
The first two have been discussed above. The last one is the need to incorporate
production method information in the product architecturc, and to show it's influence
on the mapping between the number of functions and the number ofcomponents. This
problem has been dealt with by the introduction of a "production method level" in the
function-means tree. This level, situated between means and component level, creates
a design branch based ón the production method. It enables the integration of process
planning in the product architecture. As a result, it is possible to evaluate different
production methods for a component based on the production capacity available.

Figure 4 shows the resulting PCS.
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Figure 4 : The Product Configuratíon Structure.
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The PCS shows different design branches which all can lead to a feasible solution to
the design problem. By means of a computer suppot tool, these bmnches can be
evaluated quickly in order to make the right design decisions. By comparing design
parameter values with attdbute values, associàted with altemative options, an
approp ate option will be chosen. The parameteÍs will get their value automatically or
by user input. If a technological relation constrains the choice between altemative
optjons to just one option it will get it's value automatically. If multiple options are
technologicèl]y possible, the designer can evaluate the consequences of each
possibility and select the best one (See figure 5). The selection of alternative options
can also be a result of direct input of customer specifications.

The differcnt svmbols used to reDÍesent the PCS will be elucidated.

Function
This class represents a principal function. P ncipal functions
transfom matedal, infonnation or energy. The relation between the
input situatjon and the output situation is the definition of the
function.

Optionhl Function
This class represents optional functions. Optional functions are
fulctions that are not necessary for the supporl of the mairl product
function. Optional functions can be added if the customer is willing
to pay for them.
An example of an optional function is a device to monitor bearing
conditions. The absence of this device will not affect the principle
functiol of the product. Because of the fact that optional functions
aie functionally independent they can be offered in separated
modules.

Means
Means are the abstract elements which are chosen during the design
process. Often there are different fea.sible means to full'il a required
function. These means contain attributes, like mateÍial,
manufêctudng etc. which make it possible to select dependiÍrg of the
requirements and constaints. An example is the fulfilment of the
function to tmnsfoÍm mechanical energy into fluid energy by either a
centrifugal pump or displacement pump which have a different
working principle.

Production method
Often it is possible to choose between different production methods
to create a component. By the selection of the production method,
the architecture of the product will be inÍluenced. Compo[ents can,
for example, be milled or injection moulded. The various options are
rcpresented in the product architecture by means of the productioD
method class.



Component
Components represent the lowest level in the hierarchical stmcture
of a product. They àre the basic physical elemelts in a techÍrical
sYstem.

Alternative Component
To fulfil a certain functio[ a selection between altemative
components has to be made. The selection between alternative
components can be accomplished by comparing their attributes to the
desired ones. For product families, alternative conponents mostly
consist of size mnges.

Combined Component
A combined component fulfils a desired means in combination with
one ore more other components. An example is the use of a bolt and
nut to fulfil a connect means. Combined components call also be the
result of a production method. For example, a welded coÍstruction
can be a combined component while it's cast counterpaft consist of
just one component

Alternative Combineil Component
Alternàtive selection of conbined components based upon diftêrent
attributes. For éxample the selection from a size range of welded
componenrs.

CoDnection
This type of elements connects functions, means (ab$tract connects)
and components (physical connects). These colnections rcprcselt
the Ílow of energy, material and infomation from one element to
another. When the technical system is fully designed, including the
embodiment, connects will only connect components to components.

The above mentioned elements make it possible to integrate the three quality's
discussed in section 2.

4 Implementation and conclusions

The Product Configuration Structure as desc bed in the previous section has been
integrated as an information backbone in a protot)'pe integrated re-design suppoft
system called PROFIDT. An implementation has been carried out for BWIP
Intematiooal, a world wide operating company producing pumps, valves and
mechanical seals lBegelinger 97]. In this implementation a commercial 3D parametric
CAD system has been used foÍ the automatic creation of the geometry, based upon the
input generated by PROFIDT lPost 97]. The pump family which has been
implemented is a typical customer specific product fàmily. This means that all of its
members can be represented with one PCS. Figure 5 shows part of the PCS showing
two different desisn branches for the drive function. The first branch results in x
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directly driven configuration while the
an E-motor combined with a gear box.
on the right side of their PCS .

second one results in a configuration drivel by
The corresponding CAD assemblies are shown

Fígure 5: PCS with corresponding CAD assemblies for two tlíffere t configuratrcns

The system is operational iÍ the company since early 1997. The results look
promising. With the aid of the system several feÀsible design solutions can be
evaluated quickly. This way the product desigÍr caÍr be optimised, within the limits of
the PCS, with respect to delivery time, quality and price.
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